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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES 
1. Days Agents Spent in Office ••••••••••••••••••o•••••••• 137 
2. Days Agents Spent in Field ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 410 3. Days Agents Worked ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 547 4. Miles Agents Traveled •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••25,259 5. Farm Visits Made•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2,079 6. Different Farms Visited••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 675 7. Office Cals at Agents' Office•••••••••••••••••••••••• 2,291 Bo Telephone Cals at Agents• Office ••••••••o••••••••••&• 921 9. Meetings Held or Atended •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 255 IO. Atendance at These Meetings ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2,617 lo Number of Communities in Which Extension Work 
Was Conducted o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••• 18 12. Number Voluntary Community Leaders Assistine With 
Extension Program •••••o••••···········••O 28 
COUNTY EXTENSION ORGANIZATION 
Present Extension Staff 
z. D. Robertson, County Agricultural Agent Lloyd H. Bul, Assistant County Agricultural Agent Cora Lee Coleman, Home Demonstration Agent 
Susie V. Mabry, Secretary 
- 6 .. 
I. COUNTY, COMMUNITY AND NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATION OF VOLUNTEER FARM AND HOME LEADERS: 
1. County Agricultural Commitee: 
Ao The Abbevile County Agricultural Commitee has under-gone changes again this year. We have had some of the older members to ask to be relieved and have substituted some of the younger farmers in the county. These young men are taking an active interest in this work and it seems 
that we are going to get a beter group to work with than we bad during the past war years. 
B. Below is a list of nani3s and addresses of the members of the County Agricultural COJllDitee: 
Nane 
o. s. Cochran 
Mrso I. H. Crowther­c. B. Leonard _ w • .14. Elis 
J.P. Anderson -
Mrs. S. Y. Beaty-
J. B. Wakefield B. B. Hutchinson 
J. L. Mcilwain -s. w. Sherard-Miss Jaunita Giliam 
W. A. Brofll.ee Charles Hannah 
Address 
R-4, Abbevile, s. c. R-4, Abbevile, s. c. R-2, Donalds, S. c. R-2, Iva, S. Co R-2, Iva, S. c. R-3, Abbevile, S. C. R-2, Iva, S. c. Lowndesvile, s. c. R-2, Abbevile, s. c. R-3, Abbevile, s. c. R-3, Abbevile, S. c. Donalds, S. c. R-2, Abbevile, S. C. 
A. Below is a list of names and addresses of the Executive Commitee of the County Agricultural 
Commitee: 
Name Address 
S. W. Sherard R-3, Abbevile, S. c. Mrs. S. M. Beaty Calhoun Fals, S. c. J • p • Anderson R-2, Iaa., S. C. c. B. Leonard Donalds, s. c. w. A. Brownlee Donalds, S. c. J. L. lciltrain R-2, Abbevile, s. c. 
B. Below is a list of the names and addresses of the 
subconmitees of the Cowity Agricultural Commitee: 
Marketing Camnitee: 
Mrs. D. o. Carwile 
B. B. Hutchinson c. B. Evans, Jr. 
R-2, Iva, S. c. 
Lowndesvile, S. c. R-3, Abbevile, s. c. 
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Nutrition Conmitee: 
Name 
J. P. inderson 'Or. M. J. Boggs Mrs. S. M. Beaty 
Address 
R-2, Iva, S. Co Abbevile, S. c. R-3, Abbevile, S., c. 
Co Below is a list of names and addresses of 
representatives elected to the State Agricultural Comnitee: 
Name Address 
s. w. Sherard 
Mrs. J. H. Crowther R-3, Abbevile, s. C. R-4, Abbevile, s. c. 
2. Statement of Dutiew and Responsibilities of the County 
Agricultural Commitee: 
The duties and responsibilities of the County Agricultural Commitee have been practicaly the same as in the past. We hope that a long-time program :for certain agricultural demonstrations can be made and the commitee wil be asked to advise the county and home agents and to hold a certain 
number of neetings each year to help the Extension Service 
in carrying out and planning such a program. The County Commitee has had some added duties due to the partici­pation in the T. V. A. material. They have taken this 
with great interest. 
3. County Agricultural Commitees and Neighborhood Leaders: 
Below is a list o:f the nauss of the communities organized, and the names of neighborhoods and leaders: 
CoI!lmlility 
Abbevile 
Antrevile 
Neighborhood 
Swearingers Mil Blue Hil South Side Fort Pickens Edgewood 
Cedar Springs 
Kaatons store Gables Store 
Sutles First Creek Shiloah 
Name 
Mr. & Mrs. H. H. 
Carlisle Mr. and Mrs. o. s. Cochran 
Kr. & Mrs. J obn 'Wham 
Kro & Mrs. W. T. Stokes Mr. & Mrs. J.P. Anderson Miss Hazel Crowther 
Kr. & Mrs. W. D. Vandiver Mr. & Mrs. A.H. Keaton 
Mr. & Mrs. R. A. Ware Mr. & Mrs. J. F. Rogers 
t 
Community 
Arborvile 
Broadaouth 
Shiloal 
Campbel 
Centra1 
Calhoun Fals 
Cold Springs 
Due West 
Donalds 
Level Land 
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Neighborhood 
Nickles Brick House 
Irwins Mil Iurrel Burts 
Milers Mil Doroughs Mil 
Burriss 
Brownlee Section Bels Chapel Rogers 
Midway 
Jobs Creek Spruels Mil Cromers 
Rocky River Flat oods Island Ford 
Savannah Valey 
lit. Carmel 
Bethlehem Santuc Clear Springs 
fue West 
Groggy Springs 
Donalds Barmore 
Shoal.a Junction 
Prats store Level Land 
Cooleys St.ore 
Name 
lr. Joe Smith 
Mrs J. R. Nickles 
Mr. & Mrs. Earle Nickles Miss Pearle Hawthorne 
Mr. & Mrs. J. H. Shaw, Jr. 
Kr. & Mrs. Eunice Jliler Mr. & Mrs. J.E. Brown 
Kr. & Mrs. Charlie Shaw Mr. & Mrs. R. E. Wright 
J. M. Bradberry 
J.C. Stevenson W. H. Nickles Mr. & Mrs. M. Hannah 
lfr. & Mrs. Frank Palmer 
s. F. Sherard B. D. Guest B. F. Garrison 
L. H. Outz Joe Burris 
Mrs. a. H. Crowther 
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Strawhorn Mr. & Mrs •• F. Kay Mr. & Mrs. J. H. King Arthur Newel 
Mr. & Mrs. c. B. Leonard Mr. & Mrs. T. s • .Elis Mr. & Vrs. G. R. fusenberry R. B. McDil Carlisle &ilivan 
Mr. & Mrs. J. A. Tribble 
Mr. & Mrs. W. 11. Agnew 
lr. WiliamJamison 
Mr. & Mrs. c. D. Ware 
Kr. W. N. .El.is Mr. & Mrs. Homer Clamp 
CODlDllity 
Lo'Wldesvile 
Monterey 
Rock Springs 
Sharon 
Vermilion 
West View 
COLORED 
Calhoun Fals 
Due West 
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Neighborhood 
Martins Mil Ridge 
Fairfield 
Rock ~rings 
Lebanon Wats Giliams Warrenton Litle Mountain Hutchins an vile 
Vermilion 
Litle River 
Keowee Ashleys Store 
The Hook Shirleys Store Latimers 
Riley 
Burnt School 
st. Mary's Rabbit stew Promise Land 
Name 
Mr. & Mrs. H. G. Bone 
Kr. & lh-s. R. c. Grant B. B. Hutchinson Mr. It Urs. T. T. Canpbel 
W. T. H. Baskin • 
Mr. & Mrs. J. T. Clinkscales 
Mr. & Mrs. M. J. shley Miss Kate McClain 
Mr. & Mrs. S. W. Sherard Krs. c. F. Giliam 
Mr. & Mrs. Charles .Evans, Jr• Frank Graham 
W. H. Thompson Heney J. Power 
Mr. & Mrs. c. s. Gambrel 
Mr. & Mrs. J. c. Clinkscales Mr. & Mrs. Odel F.akin Mr. & Mrs. R. B. Ashley 
Jack Hester Dave Tinch Georgia Belcher 
Fannie Edll.lnds 
E.T. Holmes 
stnto of Georgia 
,. 
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4. Programs and Campaigns Handled Through Voluntary Leaders: 
Ao Nutrition Program 
During this year, with the war restrictions lif'ted, 
probably there was not as much interest in the nutrition program as we had during the war years. However, al Agencies were aleiTted to the need of gardens and other sources of proper nutrients. The local people were not asked to take part in any campaign this year on nutrition. 
The county agents have urged the members of the nutrition 
commitee to alert our partime farmers to the need of growing more vegetables so that they would not have to 
depend entirely on the markets for supplying these needs0 We feel that the use of Locker Plants and home storage units are, in a great measure, taking the place of canning. It was interesting to know that the Donalds Grange put on a campaign to organize a local cannery and after a survey 
was made, it was found that the people were not interested enough t.n canning to warrant the establishment of a canneryo This was due to freezing facilities. 
b. Seeding Smal Grains 
'!he commitee last fal was unable to do very DDlch in the way of seeding smal grain, due to the extremely wet weather. This made the yields of grain very low. In the fal of 1948, the commitee has helped farmers secure seedo Three of our commiteemen retained most of their 
grain crop and had the grain recleaned and treated for local sales. 'l'hese seed were quickly exhausted and were of great benefit to the c01IDli.nitiea. 
Co Food and Feed: 
time: The commiteemen were told of the AAA program this year 
and since there were sufficient smal amounts available to the farmers, no specific campaign was put on for liming or phosphate from this source. The lime used was a rather large amount of the total amount aloted to farmers, but this was restricted due to the fact that shipments of lime 
could not be obtained by the local distributors. 
Potatoes: Potato houses are stil being operated, but the amount of potatoes stored seems to be less each year. 
Probably food and feed was stressed more in the rat campaign 
than in any other campaign we have used this year. The local 
commiteemen certainly did a splendid job in geting in orders for this material. We feel that the commiteeam should be congratulated on the way they handled thia program. 
N ,-f 
outlook Meetings,:. 
PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS 
Agricultural Eccnomics 
A county-wide Outlook Meeting was held at the County Seat and several cOJ!lIlility meetings were held during the year in different communities. We had a splending meeting and good atendance. Extension 1'0rkers atended the meetings and met with different granges in the community and the Farm Bureau and gave information to those present. 
Farm Machinery: 
The farmers of the county are stil very much interested in securing more and beter farm machinery. Tractors have been in great demand by fanners who have never had them before. This refers to older !armers as wel as to the 
younger ones. The cost of labor is geting to the point where farmers now feel that they cannot pay it. The greatest demand for machinery has. been for tractors, cultivators and haying outfits. Probably the greatest improvement in farm practices in the county with machinery is the new hay baling outfit, together with the seed delivery rake. Another feature that farmers are liking very nnch is the pick-up combine atachment. One coton picker has been brought into the county. 
Name 
Horace King Warren Mundy Dr. M. J, Boggs W. L. Bowman Leon Gable 
Chester King 
R. B. Ashley 
L. O. Eakin 
Albert Milford 
J. P. Anderson 
Sloan Brock 
Paul Mann Thos. Milford s. F. Sherard 
Tractor Combine Hay Baler 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
·l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
FARM MACHDlERY BOUGHT 
Harow Coton nister 
1 
1 
l 
1 
l 
l 
l 
Manure Grain Sp_reader .Dril 
l 
l 
-~~e Cultapacker m1ivery Hay Coton Rake Loader Picker 
l 
l 
l 
I 
~ 
I 
Name 
Joel Burriss Harry Newman c. T. Scot c. B. Evans Hannah Bros. J. L. Tucker T. H. Price Charles Mcilwain Charles ~ilson 
Hogan Martin c. P. Ashley Hugh Prince Bil Elis 
PlOlf 
1 1 
~ Total for Countz: 
Tractor 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
II 
Hogan .Martin Bil Elis 
Combine 
1 
ti 
Farm Machinery Bought (continued) 
Hay Baler 
1 
1 
1 
4 
Harow Coton Duster 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
IO 2 
Manure Spreader 
1 
1 
2 
Grain Dril 
1 
' 
Cultapacker Side Hay 
l 
l 
j 
Delivery Loader Rake 
1 
1 
:i 
4 
1 
I 
Tractor Combine Mower Hay Baler Plow Harow 
119 
Coton Duster Manure Spreader Grain Dril Lime Spreader 215 92 
Cultapacker 
3 
39 64 52 
Side Delivery Rake 4 Hay Loader 1 Tiler 76 
7 5 
Binder 23 Cultivator 40 
6 2 
Coton Picker 
1 
Tiro machinery schools were held in the county -one for combines and the other on tractor maintenance. Also there was a 4-H tractor m&intenance school held. Atendance at al schools was very goodo 
j 
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T. v. A. Farm Unit Test Demonstrations: 
Mr. B. B. Hutchinson has not made many changes in his farm management or field rotation due to the fact that he has stopped growing row 
crops entirely and has been able to work crops on an adjoining farm so that he might leave his own crops for his catle and soil improvemento This has aided him materialy in the progress made for his soil conservation work. At the present time the only farm building improvement that has been added to the farm was an implement 
shed~ which has been completed and work on his dweling wil be 
completed by the end of the year. He is making considerable 
improvements and he hopes to paint this residence before the season is out. In his livestock work Mr. Hutchinson has kept most of his ~estock for increase in the size of his herd and the improvement 
irt pastures and winter crops on this particular farm is a very 
great achievement. I feel that this farm has carried out the ideal management that T. V. A. Demonstrators should doo 
Acreage and Production of Specified Crops Grown On The Unit Test Demonstration Farm of 
Bo B. Hutchinson -19h8 
Crops Grown Acres Total Production 
Wheat 6.o 132 Bu. Oats 12.0 420 Bu. Barley 3.0 105 Bu. Corn 3.0 75 Bu. Annual Grazing 15.0 Grazed Alfalfa J.O 3 tons Kudzu 8.0 Grazed Lespedeza for Hay 45. l ton cut Lespedeza for Seed 10. None harvested Garden and Truck ,. Home use 
,, < J. V '-->' 
On the folowing page is given a s,ummary of Mr. Hutchinson's farm 
business for 1948: 
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Summary of Mr. Hutchinson's Farm Business for 1948 
Land Improvements Horses and Mules 
Catle Hogs Poultry 
Sheep, Goats, etco Crop, Feeds, etco Machinery and Tools 
TOTAI.S 
Farm Receipts 
Coton & Coton Seed 
Other Crops catle & Hogs 
Dairy Products 
Poultry! Eggs 
$ 
Miscelaneous Receipts 
Share Croppers Expense Total Cash Receipts 
Increase in Inventory$ 
$ 
Beginning Inventory 5,900.00 820.00 200.00 2,200.00 270000 71.00 17.00 1,288.75 4,791.70 
.15,528.45 
Farm Expenses 
Closing Inventory 
$ 5,900000 soo.oo 200.00 
3,000.00 345.oo 80.00 a.oo 1,500.00 
4,550.00 
16,083.00 
None Hired Labor $ 178.28 136.95 Crop Expense 510.00 2,719.01 Livestock & Poultry 234.45 177.50 Automobile 81.52 28.51 Truck,Tractor,Equipment 2,734.37 1,009.94 Miscelaneous 52.42 
4,671.91 Share Croppers Receipts Total Cash Expenses J,8$1.04 
554.55 Decrease In Inventory 
Total Receipts $9,343.22 Total Expenses $ 1,102.06 
Receipts minus expenses Value of unpaid family labor other than that of $1,641.14 operator $ -210.00 
Farm Income 
Interest (4% 
Labor Income 
on average of two inventories) deduct $ 1,4Jloi4 $ 642.21 
$ 788.93 
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A Comparison of Unit Test-Demonstration Farms of ____ Item (!) 
Labor incor.e, dolars 
Receipts, dolars 
Expenses, dolars 
Farm income, dolars 
Farm incone per ~~100 invested, dolars 
Receipts per (i100 invested, dollars 
SIZE: 
Crop acres Cro!) acres and open pasture 
Total acres in farm 
Acres of crops 
Investnent -Jork anira.:-ls 
:.'Ian-work uni ts, total AniJT1.al uni ts productive 
PRO"DUC TIVI 1Y: 
Crop yield index 
Cash crop yield index 
Lint coton per acre, pounds 
Yield corn per acre, bushels 
Yield oats per acre, bushels 
Yield wheat per acre, bushels Yield hay per acre, tons 
Yield barley per acre, bushels 
Dai 'I"J sales per ccw, dolars Income per son, dolars 
Egg income per hen, dolars 
LABOR EFFICIElJCY: 
i'lan-iwrk uni ts per Dan 
Percent work done by sharecroppers 
Horse-,rnrk units per horse 
LAND EFFICILrTCY: 
Percent of farm in cropland and open 
pasture 
Acres of crops per cultivated acre 
DIVEFSITY: 
Percent of receipts from coton 
Percent receipts from livestock 
Acres of cropland per animal unit 
Acres of open pasture per A.U. (catle) 
DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCTIVE LI\GSTOCK: 
:~ilk cows 
Other dairy catle 
Beef cons Other beef catle 
Brcod sows 
Oter hobs 
Hens 
Other poultry 
1. Sloan Brock 
2. Thos. Campbel 
3. B. B. Hutchinson 4. W. F. Kay 5o W. H. Nickles 
573 3814 2842 972 10 _-1!_ 
42 47 80 75 ..22.@-2,o 278 6.7 
161 16S 450 --40 2a .3 40 60 _JL 
2.58 
102 
Q 6S 
59 lo78 
;i 
1,7 
2.0 ~ ­_ _Q_ 
_ _Q_ 
_ _Q_ 
2.0 345 I 
0 
( 2) 
-340 
1271 1220 
County) 1947 (3) (4 (5) 
51 
l 13 
34 61 76 --3h,_ 
97!$6 0 
67 6.5 
1,L.8 192 
1.0 -~ _J2. 
0 
63 0 23 
0 
61 loOO 
1.5.52 6680 4531 2i49 14 45 
92 $90 82 14,922 2,0 181 19.9 
1,L,5 154 --15 __1'Q_ 
__26._ 
.7 40 l2S ?),] 1.s.s 
130 0 
__ o ___ Q. 
10 32 -6-.5.. _.b]_ 5.4 2,4 
•2 0 6,o 
1.0 0 1.0 ?9 
0 
_ ___hQ_ _.2.IQ. 4.0 B.o leS 6.5 S2 1? 
581 mr 7SO 808 --,:c 
27 
38 __lw,_ 84 S4 %82 2,0 ZA> _..3.eL 
121 ss 159 30 ?9 _.JS_ 
1.0 20 189 
CL 6.72 
-1.573 
3422 
4501 -1079 -9 28 
79 121 230 l 21, 12,352 4.5 666 _ia.s_ 
86 66 191 12 
30 12 .a -0 263 
0 
19? 171 __o_ 6.3 
70 _ _.$4. 
30 39 u,5 2.4 
_kL 
0 
0 
_Q_ 
0 1.0 S7 0 
58 
33 4,3 --5.a 
4.5 5.5 
0 0 1.0 6.o 122 
0 
. 
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A Comparison of Unit Test-Demonstration Farms of County, 1947 Item (6) ----· ( 7,._) - ~( 8~) _ __,_( __.) _ ___,(_.,__) _ 
Labor incor.e, dolars 
Receipts, dolars 
Expenses, dolars Farm income, dolars 
Farm incor.1e per $100 invested, dolars 
Receipts per ~plOO invested, dolars 
SIZE: 
Crop acres Cron acres and open pasture 
Total acres in farm 
Acres of crops 
Investment ·.Tork aninals 
i·1ian-work uni ts, total Animal units productive 
PROD UC TIVI 1Y: 
Crop yield index 
Cash crop yield index 
Lint coton per acre, pounds 
Yield corn per acre, bushels 
Yield oats per acre, bushels 
Yield wheat per acre, bushels Yield hay per acre, tons 
Yield barley per acre, bushels 
Dairy sales per cow, dolars Income per sovr, dollars 
Egg income per hen, dolars 
LABOR EFFICIEHCY: 
Man-·1mrk units per man 
Percent work done by sharecroppers 
Horse-,rnrk uni ts per horse 
LAND EFi'I CIENCY : 
Percent of fann in cropland and open 
pasture 
Acres of crops per cultivated acre 
DIVERSIT'I: 
Percent of receipts from coton 
Percent receipts from livestock 
Acres of cropland per animal unit 
Acres of open pasture per A.U. (catle) 
DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCTIVE LIVESTOCK: 
]filk COVlS 
Other dairy catle 
Beef COYTS Other beef catle B:.~cod s 01,1s 
Other hogs 
Hens 
Other poultry 
6. J. F. Rogers 7. s. w. Sherard 8. J. L.Tucker 
1233 3139 1,12 1628 16 _..JL 
-¾-
190 92 9867 2.0 265 15.8 
130 
3E 20 
923 ..29.hL 6343 J,603 9_ 58 
908 12,828 11,JSl 1,676 
9 
96 
116 2v -1w 
152 128 lb,990 19,223 2.5 4.0 ]:W__ .J2L ~ -l.8 
95 113 329 18 -1i__ 
12 1.0 --
88 
93 -~ 19 
48 -222_ 0 _Q_ __ o_ 
7°87 0 
0 79 
473 
20 _aa_ 
42 45 
1,53 1.22 
0 71 -~ 1.4 
3.$ 8.5 ___ o
1.0 ___ o
3°2 112 0 
2,9 3,1 
26.0 lo5 
0 0.5 0 5.o 115 0 
200 ----36 82 
59 
lo33 
~ 20 
_-5.Q_ _ _o. 
0 3,0 
0 2,S 
}.&30 2 ---
I 
~ 
!:!,ame of Cooperator Acres 
L. J. Bou.chilon 
Sloan Brock 3.0 
Thomas Campbel 
B. B. Hutchinson 4.0 
w. F. Kay 
w. H. Nickles 
J. F. Rogers 
s. w. Sherard 5.0 
J. L. Tucker 9.5 
TOTALS 21.5 
*Includes annual grazing 
Acres of Perennial Legumes, Permanent Pasture, and Annual Leguroo s, Together With the Amounts of T. V. A. Pho hate and Lime Used on Test Demonstration 
Farms in bbevile Coontz_ in 19 
Perennial Legumes Permanent Pasture* Annual Legumes Pounds Pounds Pounds  Pounds Pounds Pounds of of of of of of Phos. Lime Phoso Lime Phos. Lime Applied Applied Acres Applied Applied Acres Applied Applied 
13.5 3,600 
600 8,000 7o0 2,100 -
1.s.o 4,000 12,000 
1,100 l4o3 3,400 
10.0 3,200 8,000 3.0 300 6,000 
16.9 4,500 -
1.s.a 4,600 34,000 
1,000 10,000 l.So5 3,600 .58,000 
1,900 10,000 s.o 2,100 
4,600 28,000 116.0 3l,100 112,000 3o0 300 6,000 
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AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
Sweet Potato Curing Houses: 
Six potato houses are stil in the county but only five are being used this season. 'lhe houses have proven very successful in curing and keeping processes, but the farmers are not using these houses in sufficient numbers to keep them runningo If the Agricultural Teachers did not have supervision over the house they could not operateo 
Probably the house at Donalds is the most successful of al. This 
is due to the fact that there are many smal far:rrers in this section 
and also the type of soil is very satisfactory for growing sweet potatoes. Then, too, we are gettng some potatoes from other counties 
in this particular house, which helps to fil up the space in it. 
Community 
Antrevila Calhoun Fals Donalds Due West Sharon 
T6TAL 5 
Private Potato Houses: 
Community Potato Houses 
Capacity 
. 2000 2000 2000 
3000 
2000 
11,000 
Amount :stored 
300 Bushels 
1800 
1200 600 
3900 
The two privately owned potato houses in the county are being used, but 
the volume in them this year is very smal compared rlth former years. This is due to the fact that the grawers had a very heavy demand for potatoes in the late summer and early fal and they dug and sold their potatoes. 
Mr. w. M. Agnew has only stored about 200 bushels in his house and most 
of these wil be used for seed stocko 
Mr. Rupert Grant has about 400 bushels in his house but they are going out very rapidly, and for the greater part of the season only seed stock 
nl be held in this houseo 
w. M. Agnew .Rupert Grant 
Total 2 
Community 
Donalds Lowndesvile 
Capacity 
1000 ,oo 
1500 
Amount Stored 
300 bushels 400 
700 
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Farm Buildings: 
Improvement in farm buildings has been almost entirely in dwelingso The farms and outhouses are not being kept in as good state of repair as they should be. Farmers are seling mules and since they do not harvest much hay the barns are not being cared for in the usual 
manner. 
Coton Gins: 
The coton gin situation is the saJD3 as it has been for the past several years. The number of gins is adequate for the amount of 
coton that we are growing. The gins are able to handle the coton picked by the coton picker and the coton sels at an average 
price almost equal to that of hand picked. 
Seed Cleaning Outfits: 
here are three seed cleaning outfits in the county, al equipped to treat grain for diseases. One of these is privately owned and the other two are operated by the agricultural teachers in the local schools. 
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Soil Conservation Activities in Counties, Soil Conservation Districts, or otherwise: 
Number of farmers or farmer contractors who have built terraces with farm equipment 31 
Number acres terraced with this equipment 800 
Number of farms on which this work was done 
Number blade-type or patrol-type terracing outfits in the county 
Number of farms on which this work was done 
Number of terrace planning and line running schools held 
Number of persons trained to run terrace lines 
Number of district or county-owned draglines operating in the county 
Number of draglines operated by contractors in 
the county 
Number of soil conservation district farm plans 
)2 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
this year 56 
Total acres in those farms 6700 
Total number soil conservation district farm plans 580 
Total acres in these farms 851873 
-22 .. 
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICB 
The Extension Service has cooperated with the local Soil Conserva.tion Service more closely probably than in several years. One of the Projects between the Extension Service and the Soil Conservation Service was a pasture demonstration put on jointly. This was to get farmers to plant a definite area and designate it as a plot 
that they would improve during the year. There were fifty-three 
(53) who entered the contest but durins the year several of those 
dropped out and at the close there were only 32 pastures which were improved under this program. Also the EKtension Service has 
cooperated with the Soil Conservation Service in dynamite ditchingo 
There were J demonstrations held during the year at which 2500 yards were blowno The County Agents have also w orked with the local Soil Conservation Service technicims in planning farms this yearo This was more closely worked than bas been in several years 
past. Altogether the Extension Service and the Soil Conservation 
Service are making progress along the lines of soil improvement in Abbevile County. 
Summary of Extension Activities in 
Soil Conservation: 
Number group conferences Extension and SCS technicians in county 
Atendance at these conferences 
Number community meetings with Soil Conservation work 
Number field meetings 
Number method demonstrations establishing practices 
Number meetings at demonstrations (observation) 
Number o:f :farms on which county agent assisted with soil conservation farm planning 
Number o:f information circular leters 
Number of informational newsarticles 
Number of SCS buletins distributed 
Number of radio programs 
Soil Conservation Programs with 4-H Clubs 
Number demonstrations to establish cover of summer or winter annuals or perennials for soil 
conservation 
6 
40 
2 
3 
0 
0 
6 
2 
4 
JO 
0 
12 
12 
,. 
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Summary of Extension Activities in Soil Conservation 
(continued) 
Number demonstrations to establish farm drainage 
Number method demonstrations farmer-built terracea 
Number organized communities in county for soil 
conservation 
Number farms in these communities 
3 
10 
20 
$25 
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AGRONOMY 
Coton Contest: 
This year was a very good year for coton. We had twenty (20) entries in the 5-Acre Coton Improvement Contest with fifteen conJ>letionso We find that coton cost per acre was higher than last year but the contestants received a larger net profit per 
acreo Records were received from fifteen farmers and the results are listed below: 
Summary Results Five Acre Coton Improvement Demonstrations 
t Lbs. Cost Per 
8eed Lbs. Cost Net Per Cent Name oton Lint Prodo Profit Lbo Lint Varlet 
Sloan Brock 8100 3500 1287.00 596069 690031 .17; oh3 Coker 100 WR 1st. Yro* 
Wo Lo Campbel 11960 4667 1700.09. 745072 954.37 .159 e39 Coker 100 JR -D** 
Claude Kilgore 8400 3157 1212.21 441.oo 771.21 ol.39 .35 Coker 100 WR -D 
Jimmie Ca~bel 8400 3060 1137oh6 430.97 706051 ol4 .364 Coker 100 WR lsto Yr. 
So M. Brock 8055 3065 1152.93 429.93 723.00 .14 .37 Delta Pineland -D 
J.P. Anderson 8002 3062 1140.39 471086 668 • .53 0154 038 Coker 100 WR -D 
James Tate 7425 2740 1018.h7 455.23 563.24 0166 0369 Coker 100 WR -D 
James Kirkpatrick 4905 1746 743066 360.90 382.76 0206 0355 Coker 100 WR 1st. Yr. 
Fletcher Elis 6875 2524 949006 365.68 583.38 ol4 .366 Coker 100 WR - D 
Oscar Latimer (N) 7802 3020 112lc05 518.48 602.57 0171 038 Coker 100 WR lsto Yro 
Bennie L.Martin(N)7000 2642 986099 418.95 568004 0158 0377 Coker 100 WR 1st. Yro 
R. B. Ashley 7425 2750 10.59.43 466030 593.13 .169 .37 Coker 100 WR lsto Yro 
R.o L. Norrel 7009 2649 951.99 429.43 522.56 .162 .38 Coker 100 WR -D 
Jas. Pearman .5504 2000 11.ih.11 362.91 381.66 018 .363 Coker 100 WR 1st. Yr. 
H. c. Wiliamson 8100 608.08 0173 037 Coker 100 WR -D To a 
Average Yield Lint Per acre 56102 Average Value Per Acre 12'.[7.B! *1st.Year from Breeder Average Cost Per Acre i 93055 ** Direct from Breeder Average Cost Per Pound Lint I 0173 
\I\ C\I 
HIGH NITROGEN comi DEMONSTRATIONS 
Robert Prince of the Sharon COJDJ!llility and the Hannah Brothers of Central Community conducted two high nitrogen corn demonstrations. Mr. Prince was lucky and received enough rain, but the Hannah Brothers were unfortunate and did not receive the rain when needed on their com. 
Listed below are results of these demonstrations: 
Width Width Amount Amount Yield of in Complete Fart. Nitrogen Per Name Acres Variety Rows Dril to Acre to Acre Acre 
Funks G-714 3½ rt. 24 ino 400 Lbs. 49.6 bu. Robert Prince 1 l'OO""N .Soda 
1 Funks G-714 3½ ft. 18 in. 400 400 Cal. 64.9 bu. Nitro 
1 Funks G-714 3½ fto 12 in. 400 600 Cal 84.6 bu. Nitro 
Lbs. Hannah Bros. 1 Woods S-315 3t ft. 24 in. 400 m-N. Soda 36.7 bu. 1 Woods S-315 J rt. 18 in. 400 400 Cal 4602' bu. Nitro 
l Woods S-315 J½ ft. 12 in. 400 600 Cal 61.2 bu. Nitro 
'° N 
I 
VARIETY CORN TEST DEMONSTRATIONS 
Two variety test demonstrations were held this year with two farmers. on half of the field and planted their own variety on the other half. variety. Listed below are the results: 
Name Variety Acreage Yield Per Acre 
R. B. Bowen N. c. State 27 2 49o2 bu. 
Ro B. B01ren Bowen Is Special 2 30.7 bu. 
Douglas Paterson N. C. State 27 2 46o4 buo 
Douglas Paterson Paterson's Special 2 26.2 bu. 
Both farmers planted N. c. State 27 Similar treatment was given each 
Remarks 
Satisfactory -fair ears 
Satisfactory -smal ears 
Satisfactory -fair ears 
Satisfactory -smal ears 
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Lespedeza: 
In last year's report we stated that 1947 had been one of the poorest 
years for growing lespedeza that we had ever had -we can reverse this for 1948 and say that it was one of the best years that we have ever had. This applies both to lespedeza hay as wel as seed. The year has been favorable for the growth of lespedeza, but the amount of seed harvested wil not be equal to that of some years in the past, due to the fact that there was a very great shortage of hay so the farmers had to 
harvest lespedeza for hayo They did produce splendid hay and they have 
harvested a very large acreage of this, leaving only a nominal acreage 
for seed. The supply of seed wil be greater than wil be needed localy and it probably wil be shipped out of the county. The price of seed 
this fal has dropped materialy and farmers are hesitating wether or not 
to selo 
Name 
John Vfilson 
Sloan Brock 
Hannah Broso 
Name 
Summary Results of Lespedeza for Seed 
Kobe 
Acres 
35 
20 
12 
Lbs. Per Acre 
347 /. 
400 
291 
Summary Results of Hegari Demonstrations 
Variety Acreage Yield Cost 
Total 
Value 
12150 
8000 
3500 
Profit 
Mack Leslie Combine Hegari 38 
28 
25,000 # 468020 $1250.00 $781.80 
w. Dunn Hegari 84,000 # 4200.00 
Swmnary Results of Crimson Clover Demonstrations 
Name Variety Acreage Lbs. Seed Lbs. Per Acre 
Lo Oo Eakin 4 J.400 350 
Hannah Broso 6 1800 JOO 
J.P. Anderson 4 1,00 375 
Hugh Prince 6 1860 310 
Name 
C. B. Leonard 
Sloan Brock 
J. P. Anderson 
Hannah Bros. 
Hugh Prince 
Name 
A. c. Sulivan 
Hannah Bros. 
Hugh Prince 
J. W. Wilson 
Name 
J. P. Anderson 
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Summary Results of Wheat Demonstrations 
Yie d Variety Acres Bushel Cost Value Profit 
Blue Stem 20 400 $369000 $800.00 $431000 
Coker's 20 400 550.00 800.00 250000 Redhart Coker1s 2 40 38.75 120.00 81.25 Hardired Coker1s 4 100 69.50 200000 130050 Redhart Coker1s 6 150 108.00 300.00 192.00 Redhart 
Summary Results of Oat Demonstrations 
Il.l.d Variety Acres Bushel Cost Value Profit 
Hastings 35 1500 $812.50 $1,00.00 $687.50 
Coker's Victorgrain 40 1800 1048.hO 1800.00 751.60 
Coker1s 10 350 133.20 350.00 216.80 Victorgrain 
Coker's 60 2100. 693.00 2100.00 1407.00 Victorgrain 
Summary Results of Barley Demonstrations 
Variety Acres Yie.Ja. Bushel Cost Value Profit 
Sunrise 10 350 $210.00 $612.00 $402.50 
Name 
Hannah B;ros. 
L. Po McCala 
John Doe 
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Summary Results of La.dino Clover Demonstrations 
Variet 
Ladino 
Ladino 
Ladino 
Acrea e 
12 
8 
9 
Lbs. Seed 
1500 
100 
800 
Lbs. Per Acre 
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TURKISH TOBACCO: 
On January 1, 1948, 78 farmers had requested assistance in growing turkish tobacco. These farmers reside in Anderson and Abbevile 
Counties. '.!'he work of contacting these farmers was begun at this 
time and examinations were ma.de of their farms to determine whether or not they might be able to grow this cropo 
Seven old growers participated with six finishing their demonstrations. 
Lack of sufficient labor, inadequate buildings and absence of proper 
sites for plant bed were, in that order, the primary reasons for farmers failing to qualify as potential grmrerso 
Of the 46 growers, 19 were white and 27 negroes. 
LANDLORD-TENANT RELATIONS 
In the cases where tenants grew the crop on a share basis, landlords 
bought al of the supplies and the proceeds from the crop were shared 50-50. General observations reveal that al tenants who repeat growing 
the crop wil want 2/3 of the crop due to the large amount of labor involved and the comparatively smal initial investment. 
PLANT BEOO 
Plant bed site selection folowed, as nearly as possible,-the recommendations 
as outlined by the Extension Service for al tobacco plant beds in South 
Carolina. These beds were located in the woods when possible and considera­
tion was given to a southern or southeastern exposure. Al of the beds had adequate shope for drainage purposes. 
Some grmTers didn't have enough plantso A few had poor stands and one 
grower had no stand at al. Everyone was able to get enough plants to set 
their patch. 
PREPARATION OF SEED BED 
Al beds were prepared between January 1 and the sowing dateo The land was 
cleared a.~d the soil thoroughly pulverized. Trees adjacent to the bed, which might shade the plants out, were removedo 
FERTILIZATION OF PLANT BEre 
Al beds were fertilized with a tobacco plant bed fertilizer (anal. 6-9-3) 
at the rate of two lbs. per sq. ydo 'Ihis material was thoroughly mixed 
with the top three inches of the soil. The majority of these beds were 
fertilized a few days prior to sowing. 
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SOWING BEre 
Al beds in Anderson and Abbevile Counties were sown with Symrna #9 variety at the rate of six teaspoons per 100 sq. yds. of bed areao The seed were mixed with cotonseed meal and were broadcoast evenly over 
the bed area. '.lbe seed were then covered by using a dog-wood branch in a 
brushing or beating motion. 
The first bed was smm on February 26 in Anderson County o 
The first bed was sown on March 16 in Abbevile Countyo 
PLANT BED DISEASF.s 
Blue mold atacked plant beds on a large scale during 1948. 
Practicaly every bed in Abbevile and Anderson Counties had this 
disease in varying degrees. It was first found on the bed of J. Ao McGee 
near Starr, S. c. April 19. Immediately after this, most of the other beds 
began to show signs of infection o Ferma.te dust, applied with rotary 
dusters, was used to control Blue Mold. Al cases were brought under control but some damage did result. · 
TRANSPLANTING 
Transplanting begain on April 23 in Anderson County. Again, as in the 
past, the Owens Transplanter was usedo 
The land was thoroughly broken, harrowed and 20 inch rows were laid off with a 10 inch shovel plow. 
Time spent in transplanting varied from one day to three weeks, depending 
on the availability of labor and plants. Again, it was evident to every­
one that it is to the advantage of the grovrer to set out the plot in as litle time as possibleo 
PROGRESS OF THE CROP 
Extremely dry weather folowing transplanting resulted in the plants 
geting off to a slow start and hastened the maturity of the leaves0 Thus, we had the harvest of tobacco conflicting with the cultivation of 
coton - something which does not occur ordinarilyo 
HARVEST 
Tobacco harvest began in Abbevile County on June 16. This particular plot was ready to start harvesting 21 days after transplantingo 
Fourteen inch needles were used and two needles ful were placed on a 
string of polished coton twineo 
In two instances where long needles were used (16 inch), or where three 
needles ful were placed on one stick, the results were severe pole-burning, 
loss of weight and a sharp decline in qualityo 
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CURING AND STORING 
Growers used those buildings available on their farms for curing and storage. In many cases, the sheds were too smal and in most cases, the storage rooms were not constructed tight enough to withstand the wet 
weather which was prevalent during curing and storage periods. 
Progress has been made in design and construction of racks and new ones of 
square design wil handle much more tobacco than the A or X types. This wil enable growers to handle more tobacco with less shed space. 
Steps are being taken to get growers to tighten up their storage rooms 
with sheeting. Even card board has been found to improve storage space 
considerably. 
Baling tobacco earlier than in the past wil relieve the need for storage 
spaceo 
Statistical Information 
The folowing is a list of al grawers in Abbevile County, showing names, size of plots,weight of tobacco, yield per acre, actual value 
of crop per pound, price actualy received per pound and total amount 
receivedo 
Wgto Yield Value Price Rec1do Name Acres of Per Per Per Total Crop Acre Pound Pound Amount 
J. R. Guest 073 764 1047 .,1 075 $573000 
F'. F. McMahan * 65 * .74 075 LB.75 
0~ M. Giliam 024 171 712 .Bl .Bl 139048 
w. M. Agnew 013 179 1377 1.01 1.01 188.81 
Bil Wilson .27 321 1152 066 .75 240.75 
James Shaw 028 124 4h3 .62 .62 77 025 
* Gathered only part of crop 
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Pennanent Pasture Demonstrations: 
Pasture work continues to be very important in our county. Not that we have increased the number of acres so much as the improvement of old 
pastures. The improvement of old pastures has been renovation, fertilization and reseeding. Even though the price of grass seed has been very high, farmers have bought a very large supply of this and are stil buying and planting the different grasses. Probably the 
greatest trend has been towards fescue. The supply of fertilizer material furnished by the AAA this year was only nominal. The farmers 
have secured their supply from the local dealers. One of the most 
interesting items in pasture fertilization has been the use of a complete fertilizer on the pastures. 'Iha average use has been 3-9-9. Then, too, some of the farmers are using nitrogen as a top dresser on their fal pastures. Ladino clover, fescue and blue grass are probably the three leading grasses that are being purchased at the present time. 
WINTER GRAZOO 
Records on the folowing grazing crops show that grazing crops are expensive to plant but realy pay off, especialy with dairy producerso 
Name Acres Cost Per Acre Profit Per Acre 
Hannah Broso 15 $ .56421 $ 5o45 
Robison Bros. -9 29.82 1.4.62 
George Wright * 15 28.17 
c. B. Evans, Jr. 12 17oL.1 22.58 
Luther Bowman 2 27 o.35 -14.70 
* New pasture -just a few days of grazing. 
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RECORD DEMONSTRATIONS 
Noo Cost Per Value Per Name Acres Acre Acre 
Sloan Brock 2 $ 57.80 $-60.00 
W. A. Brownlee, Jr. 3 38030 -.30.00 
Thos. Campbel 27 3.18 16.92 
Hannah Bros. .3 7.L.o 25.00 
B. B. Hutchinson 20 12.85 71.50 
J. H. King 4 22.00 25.50 
Jas. Kirkpatrick 2 35.10 7.00 
c. B. Leonard 4 19.15 -1.75 
Mac Leslie 2 48.80 -28.80 
W. T. Nelson 4 30.25 -20.2.5 
Londos Everet 4 .34.25 -2.25 
J. F. Rogers 28 6.62 8.37 
c. D. Ware 2½ 1.28 -1.00 
C. W. Wilson 20 10.30 lh70 
Fred Uldrick 2 29.3.5 -14.35 
J.B. Wakefield 2 55o05 -45.oo 
Geo. Wright 10 63.50 
139½ 
Average Cost Per Acre $.34010 
Most are new pastures and some plots laid out in larger pastures -grazing estimated. 
PASTURE IMPROVEMENT COOPERATORS 
,, Animal Units Days Fertilizer 
Name Acreage Per Acre Grazed Amount and Kind Seeding Value 
Jo B. Wakefield 10 oS 300 2 T. 3-9-9 10 # Ladino $ oOO 10 T. Lime 100 # Fescue 2 T. 18% Phoso 20 I Dalas 
c. Bo Ware 20 .75 300 l T. 3-9-9 20 # Fescue 1,200.00 
c. w. Wilson 20 lo 300 2 T. 3-9-9 So# Fescue 1,600000 10 # Ladino 
Jo W. Wilson 40 .s 300 2 T. 18% Phoso -- l,SOOoOO 
Londos Everete 10 • 75 JOO 2 T. 18% Phos • 20 # Fescue 1,200.00 ½ T. SOP. Ko 10 # Ladino 10 # Blue Grass I 
'IJ\ Joe Ashley 10 o5 300 -- so.oo C"'\ 
I Bil Calvert 10 .75 JOO 4 T. 18% Phos9 10 # Ladino 1,200.00 30 # Blue Grass 
R. D. McDil 30 .75 200 4 T. 18% Phos. 20 # Ladino 1,300.00 100 # Fescue 
Lo O. Maddox 3 .75 100 800 # 3.,9_9 5 # Lad.inc 1Soooo 1000 # Slag 10 # Fescue 
10 # Blue Grass 
L. S, Branyoh 30 .75 JOO 2 T. 18 % Phoso 20 # Fescue 1,000.00 
PASTURE IMPROVEMENT COOPER.A.TORS 
Animal Units Days Fertilizer 
Name Acreage Per Acre Grazed Amount and Kind Seeding Value $ .-= 
Sloan Brock 30 075 200 2 T. 4-8-8 20 # Fescue 400.00 20 # Blue Grass 
14 # Ladino 
T. T. Campbel 60 o5 300 4 T. 18% Phoso 10 # Ladino 2,500.00 40 # Fescue 
T. Campbel 20 .75 300 1 T. 18% Phos., 425000 
J. T. Clinkscales 250 .5 300 15 T. 18 % Phos" 100 # Fescue 2,500.00 800 # Crimson Clover 100 # Blue Grass 
2000 # Lespedeza 
Oo S. Cochran 20 075 300 .. - 100000 
'° A. 10 Dunn 25 o5 300 1 T. 3-9-9 10 # Ladino 1,200 . 00 C"'"\ 
c. B. Evans 40 075 300 2 T. 3-9-9 10 # Ladino 2,000.00 10 T. Lime 50 # Fescue 
C. FoGiliam 50 .75 300 2 T. 18% Phoso 2,000.00 
Oo W. Giliam 125 o5 300 10 T. 18% Phoso 4,200.00 5 T. 3-9-9 
J. W. Uiliam 85 075 300 5 T. 3-9-9 50 # Fescue 4,000.00 
Hannah Broso 20 1.5 300 5 To 3-9-9 2,000.00 
J. F. Rogers 30 1. 300 2 T. 45% Phos. 100 # Fescue 600.00 20 # Ladino 
1-0 f\,~ I ~ PASTURE IMPROVEMENT COOPERATORS \ .
Animal Units Days Fertilizer 
Name Acreage Per Acre Grazed Amount and Kind Seeding Value 
s. w. Sherard 40 075 200 2 T. 45% Phos. 2 T. 4-8-8 --- 1,soo.00 
So F. Sherard 80 .s 300 8 T. 3-9-9 - -- 1,soo.00 
T. A. Sherard 60 075 JOO 4 T. 3-9-9 --.. 700000 
NeiJ. Trask 1000 075 300 80 T. Basic Slag .. -- 18,000.00 90 T. Lime 100 To 18~ Phos • 
Fred Uldrick 10 • 5 300 1 To 3-9-9 10 # Fescue 600000 1 T. 18% Phoso 50 # Fescue 
w. Vandiver 20 075 300 2 To 18% Phos. --- 1,500.00 t--C""\ Po Anderson 35 .so 4 To 18% Phoso I J. 300 None 288000 
w. T. H. Baskin 65 o5 300 2 To 18% Phos. 10 # Ladino 400.00 
w. L. Bowman 135 • 5 300 2 T. 18% Phos • 30 # Fescue 1,300.00 
Harry Newman 300 o5 JOO 50 T. Lime 100 # Fescue 2,000.00 10 T. 18% Phoso 50 # Ladino 
W. L., Bradberry 30 o5 200 -- 10 # Dalas 550JOO 
Dr. c. S. Breedin 25 1,5 JOO 20 T. Lime 100 # Fescue 1,500.00 4 To 18% Phoso 30 # Ladino 
B. B. Hutchinson 40 .s 300 2 T. 4-8-8 400 # Crimson Clo 3,0001100 2 T. 45% Phoso 20 I Ladino 1 T. 18% Bhos., 50 # Fescue 
• 
PASTURE IMPROVEMENT COOPERATORS 
Animal Units Days Fertiizer Name Acreage Per Acre Grazed Amount and Kind Seeding Value 
$ c. B. Leonard 40 .5 300 1 T. 18% Phoso 400 # Lespedeza 3,000.00 
Guy Murdock 12 .5 JOO • 8% Phos. 900.ro 
Mccala Broso 80 075 300 '2 To % Phoso 100 # La.dino Clo 1,700.00 
J. L. Mcilwain 15 o5 JOO 1 T. 3-9-9 -- 250.co 
w. Lo Nickles JO e5 JOO 200.00 
J. M., Nickles 100 .75 300 8 T. 18% Phos. -. 2,500.00 I 
a:> Mrs. Wo F. Nickles 30 e75 200 100 T. Stable Compost -- 200.00 ('I"\ 
w. H. Nickles ,o .5 JOO 2 T. 45% Phos. 2 T., 3-9-9 -- 1,000.00 
Robison Bros. 15 o5 300 2 T. 18% Phos. 400.00 
z. D. Robertson 80 . , 300 20 T. Lime 200 # Crimson C1 • 
2 T. 3-9-9 100 # Orchard Grass 1,200.00 10 T. Slag 1000 #Am.Nitrate 
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flTOMOLOGY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY 
Seed Treatment: 
Farmers are stil interested in treating seed for seed borne diseases, but it is not a hundred percent as it should be. However, farmers are geting rather lax in treating oats for 
smut due to the fact that usualy the seed they buy have been sterilized and for a year or two the amount of smut appearing in these seed is not very large, thus they are enabled to get by for several: years. Probably more people treat wheat for smut than for any other seed born disease. Another thing 
in favor of the farmers is the fact that there are many farmers who have their own combines and thus when their seed are cleaned they do not easily contaminate it by geting this disease from other farmso This has resulted in much less damage from Simlt. 
Insects and Rodents: 
Probabzy one of the items in the county agent's time schedule was insects. This was especialy incurred in coton insects and army worms. In keeping with the Clemson Colege :lxtension 
Service policy, a great deal of effort was put on bol. weevil 
control during the past yearo Many farmers used a very com­
prehensive schedule of poisoning. As on al things in farming, results from such activities are alw~ys in doubt. This was especialy true in 1948 due to the fact that we had a very good 
coton year. 
Rodents: 
Vfe put on a rat kiling campaign in the County, using 1200 pounds of mixed material secured from the United States 
Government Rodent Control Department. Four Hundred farmers 
participated in the use of this materialo 
Disease of Livestock: 
With the increased number of livestock in the county there are 
more ~equests for aid in diseases affecting them. Of course, many 
of the minor ils of catle can be successfuly treated by the farmer himself and the County Agents are asked to make recommendations, which they do. This is especialy true in the treatment of intestinal parasites of both livestock and poultcy. The diseases, 
such as blackleg and septicemia in catle and fowl typhoid and chicken pox in poultry can also be handled by the County Agents. 
We have had the veterinarian to come over and treat quite a number of catle, which are listed on the folowing pageo 
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Diseases of Livestock: 
During the past year we have had quite a number of catle treated. We have assisted the farmers in geting treatment by going into the different camnuni ties and geting al farmers who wish to have their catle treated to round up al in one community so that they can al 
be treated by one visit fromthe Veterinarian. We are listing below the names of farmers and the number of catle treated during the 
year:. 
Summary of Animals Treated 
Name Number of Animals Disease Treated 
J. W. Smith 7 Blackleg Fred Smith 1 n 
Roy Smith 5 It J.P. Smith 2 It J. H. Kiri.g 1 Septicemia M. P. McCala 10 Blackleg W. L. Bomnan 15 • John Temple 1 " Reid Ashley 5 " H. M. Forester 1 " J. v. Forester 7 n John Sutles 10 n Herbert Fisher 7 Hogs Cholera Sloan Brock 10 Bangs James Latimer , Blackleg B. B. Hutchinson 15 " Walace Vandiver 12 " R. B. Bel 6 n Kay Carwile 4 I R.H. Carwile 5 It Claude Hawthorne 15 It J. H. Crowther 7 It J. w. Matison 10 It Richard Powers 10 I 
Andy Stewart 6 ltf Horace King 1 " J. R. lcWbite 8 " nr. L. P. McCala 20 tr M. Po McCala 6 " 
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Diseases of Livestock (continued): 
Name No. of Animals 
W. T. Crawford 3 hogs Walter Elis 1 " Albert Giles 5 I 
Jl'rank Hil 12 It Logan Burton 20 " Paul Finley 6 " E.T. Burgis l " Tom Sherard 5 " Charles Evans 5 " Thos. Young 5 " H. E. Winn 50 " John Beckwith 1 Calf c. ~. Crawford 8 Hogs 
W. L. Bowman 15 Cows 
J. W. Giliam 15 It O. M. Giliam 15 I J. W. Wilson 20 " Talmadge Wilson 5 I Paul Cromer 15 I c. W. Wilson 30 Hogs c. w. Wilson 2 Calves Frank .McNeil 70 COW'S Brank McNeil 10 " J. c. Matison 2 It 
J. K. Carwile 3 " J • R. McWhite 2 n J. H. Crowther 5 I R.H. Carwile 4 , Claide Hawthorne 3 n Fred Uldrick 3 " S. W. Sherard 25 n c. B. Evans 20 " Robert Leslie 10 " Chester King 25 " Hannah Bros. 15 " T. H. Price 5 n 
Treated Disease 
Cholera 
" " I 
I 
"1 
I 
NI 
" " n 
Blackleg Cholera Blackleg 
" I 
n & Septicemia 
I I 
" n Cholera 
Blackleg Septicemia Blackleg 
T. T. 
T. T. T. 
n 
It w " n 
n 
n 
B. 
B. B. B. B. 
and Bangs 
and Bangs and Bangs 
and bangs and bangs 
Blackleg 
test 
test test 
test test 
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FORESTRY 
Below is a list of landlowners who had their timber examined by the Extension Forestry Department this year: 
Timber Examinations 
Name 
Woodland 
~ation Acres 
Sloan Brock 25 
J. G. Harper 240 
Mrs. F. E. Harflison 50 
Lewis Harrison 117 
Claude T. Hawthorne 
Jo L. Tucker 
Totals 
98 
42 
572 
Acres 
Marked 
90 
90 
Marking Assistance 
Bd. Ft. Cords 
197,783 
1970783 
Below is a list of farmers who have received pine seedlings through this office during the past year: 
Pine Seedlings 
Name Kind Number 
Rev. G. M. Telford Lobloly 1,000 W. G. Bowie " 1,000 S. H. Rosenberg ltl 1,000 ·R. B. Ashley n· 5,ooo Mrs. S. s. Boles " 2,000 c. B. Evans n s,ooo J.B. Hal I s,ooo Murray Hunter I 2,000 R. D. McDil u 5,000 E.W. Nance I 2,000 G. L. Paterson '! 5,000 Jas. G. Prince n 1,000 
Io F. Singleton ti 5,ooo I. R. Sutles " 5,000 G. M. Wright . 5,ooo Marshal Clinkscales n 2,000 C. Ro Dilard n 2,000 Harold Prince " 1,000 
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FORESTRY 
Pine SeedlinP'S (continued) 
Name Kind Number 
Mo G. Sherard Lobloly 1.,000 J. L. Nickles " 5.,000 Harold Campbel " 5,000 Alen H. Carwile " 5.,ooo Herman Griffen " 5.,000 Max Ashley " 5.,ooo John W. Ashley "' s.,ooo W. L. Smith " 5.,000 J. D. Devore " 2.,000 1qnn Branyon " 2.,000 Robert Drake "' 3.,000 Ernest Hal " 2.,000 Wm. Agnew " 1,000 Ewel Hamma " s,ooo J. c. Martin " 1,000 Johnnie J. Wright " s.,ooo Frank D. Thompson " 5,000 Bil Nance " 5,000 Wm. Moore " 5.,ooo Bil Elis It' 5,000 Clyde Intrekin " 5,000 Waud.ins D. Wilson " 5.,000 Sam A. Ferguson n .5.,ooo Harold R. Hal " s.,ooo Walter w. Wilson " 5.,000 Joseph B. Latham " 5,ooo Jas. A. Wilson " s,ooo Lawrence Brock " 5.,ooo Walter B . HBurton " s.,ooo J. c. Langley It 1,000 M. J. Boggs Longleaf 10,000 
J. Yf. Sefton Lobloly 5,000 Marvin King Lolloly 1,000 Andrew c. Calhoun It .1,000 Mrs. Harvey Kilby Longleaf 1,000 
Totals 196,000 
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Forestry (continued): 
Sales of fores try products continue to be less than in the war years. However, the recent rise in pulpwood prices has stimulated some increase in pulpwood sales although this is not very much. 
The sales of timber for saw mils is stil increasing and one 
tendency in the county is that some of the larger lumber companies 
are buying large tracts of land in the county to hold for timber growing. This seems to be something that we are not fuly decided about as to its value. One company, at the present time, is securing al of the land that it can buy for this purposeo 
Only a very few large forest fires developed in the county during the 
past year. In fact only one did serious damage. This is a vast improvement over some years when large areas were burned over each spring. 
One forestry film was shown at a club meeting during the year. 
Atendance at this meeting was 14. 
Cork Acorns: 
About 140 cork acorns were distributed to 26 4-H Clubs this past year. About 2 members out of each club planted these acorns and approxinately 25 percent of the trees are living. 
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ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
DAIRY BULLS PLACID 
No. Buls Name Placed Breed Price 
s. w. Sherard 1 Jersey $ ao.oo 
Charles Evans 1 Guernsey 375.00 
Total 2 455.00 
DAIRY COWS PLACED 
Name No. Cows Placed Breed Price 
Hannah Broso 4 Jersey $1545.00 
Londos Everete 2 Heifers Jersey 300.00 
b l!B45.00 
BEEF TYPE CATTLE PLACED 
Name No. Catle Breed Price 
R. B. McDil 1 Bul Hereford $ 21,.00 
J. T. Clinkscales 1 " ti 250.00 
Londos Everet 2 Heifers) 
1 Bul ) 310.00 
H. Newman 1 Bul Angus 600000 
6 $1 375.00 
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Animal Husbandry (continued) 
The number of catle on the farms of Abbevile County is probably the same as last year. There has been no important change either 
way in this field. Probably the most important thing happening in the animal husbandry work is pasture improvement. We wil have more feed for catle this year. No large farms have either been opened or closed during the year. Sales have not been too heavy from our local herds but some necessary culing has been done. 
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HORTICULTURE 
Sweet Potatoes: 
The swee potato crops in the county remain stil a family size crop. Only two men in the county are growing potatoes for sale 
on a large scale and these have had a wonderful demand for their potatoes. Both of these men are grading their potatoes. The 
grading is not strictly according to rules, but they are graded for the local markets, that is they are taking out the culs, but No.land 2 are sold together. The price for these potatoes is very satisfactory and the markets wanted the potatoes graded 
in this way. At the present writing, the potatoes are about 
sold out, that is most of them have been contracted for. The keeping of potatoes this year has been about the average since the wether conditions at the time of digging were more 
satisfactory than during the l~t season. 
Peaches: 
This year was very disastrous for peaches, as the late frost ruined completely most of the peaches in the county. Only two orchards escaped. The Jackson orchard at Calhoun Fals 
probably was one of the outstanding orchards in the state, having a 
ful crop and very satisfactorym moisture conditions which made the peaches of above average size and this added greatly to the value of the crop. These peaches sold readily at the top 
markets. 
Tomatoes: 
We had one producer who planted an acre and a half of tomatoes for fal sales. This w.s a very successful adventure. The tomatoes were of unusual quality and sold on the Atlanta market at high 
prices. It seems that this could be increaxed and bring profits 
to our county. 
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TOMATO DEMONSTRATION 
Fal Tomato Demonstration 
We were very much pleased with the record made by one of our part-time 
farmers on fal tomatoex. We are listing below a report on this 
demonstration: 
Seed 
Ant. - No. Plants - Cost Total Name Variety Date Set out Production Yield Value Profit 
4 OZo * Lbs. E. VI. Coile Marglobe hOOO 8525.SO 21,397 $2,0390 70 $1514.20 Rutgers July 9th. 
* Seed planted June 10th. 
IRISH POTATO EXPERIMENT 
Abbevile County received three cars of irish potatoes through the United 
States Department of Agriculture -Production md Marketing Administration. About 25 farmers participated in the experiment of feeding the 86,000 pounds 
of'irish potatoes to their hogs and catle. Al farmers reported 
satisfactory results. 
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POULTRY 
Poultry work in Abbevile County is generaly about on the same level that 
it has been for the past several years, but probably less interest being 
takeno The average farmer now is not giving much atention to poultry. 
This is rather uhusual since the price of both poultry and eggs has been 
higher than usual, but the feed cost has been so excessive that farmers 
have not been anxious to grow out many chickens on a feed cost basiso 
A few men who have been keeping 100 to 200 birds are now doing so, as 
this is one of their regular farm practices. 
Only a few farmers are growing out turkeys in any large manner at al and strange to say that two of the largest producers of turkeys are living in 
the City of A-bbevile. Some of trie turkey growers have already placed 
orders for their next year's birds and this operation wil be practicaly 
on the same basis as last yearo 
Below is a hatchery report: 
No. Noo No. Doz:o Value No. Birds Birds Hatching With Na.Lle Birds Reacted Culed Eg'.ss Sold Premium 
C. B. Long 99 0 8 325 $264.97 
Turkey Demonstration 
Name 
No. 
Poults 
No.Poul ts 
Raised 
Cost of Poults Cost of Total 
Cost Sale Raising -----------------,..--------' .... ________ 
Amos B. Morse 200 130.00 
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DAIRYING 
The dairy situation in the county remains about the same as last year. The price of milk in this county has not increased materialy and the demand is probably greater than last year. We have one dairyman who closed out due to the fact that the farm on which this was located was sold and the dairyman moved over into Georgia. At the present time 
he is stil supplying our local Pasteurizing Plant, but this wil end 
within the next few weeks. :Each dairy has increased in the number of cows and what we feel is the most important thing in the whole situation 
is that the dairymen are nOl'I puting their dairy on a beter feed position. They are producing more of the feed they use at home and are realy producing grazing crops for the entire 12 months of the year. If anything 
our pasture grazing in winter is equal, if not superior, to our summer grazing. These people are finding that annual grazing with the permanent pastures are cuting down costs and is increasing their flow il milk. The demand for milk in our county is increasing each year and the people have means for purchasing food milk wil continue to be in heavy demand. 
Under the lmch program the schools are asking for more and more milk. 
Producers of Fluid Milk 
Name Galons 
Hannah Bros. JO, 203 
s. • Sherard 16,695 
R. H. Leslie 6,923 
c. B. Evans, Jr. 15,853 
Chester King 102131 
Total 19,805 
Cream Station: 
The cream station in Abbevile is in regular operation. We are listing belov, a total of the sales of the Cream Station in Abbevile for the past year: 
Total pounds buterfat sold - - - - - - - - 7,964.03 
Total amount received by farmers - - - - - $5,296.60 
Average number of Customers - - - - - - - - 25 
MARKETING 
Marketing in the county is just about in the same status as last year. The County Agents have assisted many farmers and 4-H Club members in purchasing and seling livestock and many farm products. A summary of this work is given as folows: 
Livestock 
Product Quantity Bought Sold 
Hogs 20 lo 3000 #s $ 540000 Hogs 1.5 Ho $240.00 Beef Catle 50 H. 10,000 #s 2880.00 Dairy,Breeding 63 11,230.00 Breeding 8 Ho· 2065.oo 340.00 Poultry 1,000 #s Sheep 38 Ho 880.00 Cream 7,964 #s Buter 5296.60 Fat 
Totals 194 21,964 $2,305.00 $21,166.60 
Field and Horticulture 
Product Quantity Bought Sold 
$ Sweet Potatoes -plants 50 Mo 320.00 Coton seed 2 tons 200.00 'Wheat· So bus. 120.00 Oats 5000 bus. 3,750000 Lespedeza 9 tons 496.oo Clover 350 #s 119.00 139.00 Rye Grass 900 #s 180,.00 Soy Beans 1¼ bu. 9.25 Seed sweet potatoes 2 buo 7.00 Grass Seed -orchard 100 #s 75.00 Containers 1500 .500.00 
Total 1,197000 4,718.25 
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FOUR-f CLUB WORK 
Two Hundred and six (206) boys were enroled in 4-H Club work this yearo This enrolment is an increase of 72 members enroled over the previous year. We were fortunate in colecting just a litle over seventy (70%) percent of the 4-H Project books that were given auto Records are hard to get and the ones turned in are not complete. 
4-H Club Judging Team 
The 4-H Club judging team consisting of Luther Bowman, Hershel Flowers, Bobby Ethridge and James Riley Hil won out in the district judging fat steers and fat hogs. This team won 5th place in the state judging steers and hogs 
at Clemson Colege. 
Soil Conservation Work 
James Page of the Donalds Junior 4-H Club did some good work in soil 
conservation on his father's farm during 1948. For his work he received a 
$50.00 saving bond given by the Firestone Tire and Rubber Company. 
4-H Club Camp 
Eighty-eight (88) boys and girls atended Camp Long during the summer. We probably would have had more 4-H members atending Camp but labor being so scarce some of the boys and girls had to stay at home and work. 
Corn Exhibits at Fair 
Franklin Graham of Sharon Connnunity and Douglas Paterson, Jro, each showed 
ten ears of com at the Greenwood Fair. Franklin Graham won lat o place with his ten ears and alson won 1st. place with the individual ear. Douglas Paterson, Jr. showed ten ears of N. c. State 27. He won second and third place. Next year we hope to have more com exhibits at the different fairso 
On the folowing page is a summary of 4-H Club ¼irolment and Completed Demonstrations. 
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Sununary 4.H Club Enrolment and Completed Demonstrations 
Number 
Number Members Number of 
Members Completing Demonstrations 
Name of Club Enroled Demonstrations Demonstration Completed 
Donalds -Senior 12 8 Coton 12 
Donalds -Junior 30 22 B. Cal 14 
Antrevile -Sr6 15 12 D. Calf 6 
Antrevile -Jr. 23 15 F. Pig 53 
Cold ~prings 17 13 Sow & Liter 5 
Level Land 11 7 Garden 13 
West View 12 8 Corn 5 
Lowndesvile 22 15 Soil Conserv. 1 
Campbel 7 7 Poultry 38 
Rock Springs 11 10 
Due West 21 15 
Sharon 16 12 
Broadmouth 9 3 
Total 206 147 9 147 
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PRODUCTION Al D MARKETING ADMINISTRATION 
The Agents have been cooperating with the Production and Agricultural 
Administration as we have in the past several years. Probably the 
County Agents have been caled upon for information on their crops 
more this year than in several years past. This was caused by the confusion that resulted from a shortage of funds which required that 
the first farmers that applied for help received help and those who 
were late were turned down. This has caused some dissatisfaction 
and many of the farmers have been in and talked with the County 
Agents in regard to this situation. 
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SUMMARY PUBLICITY WORK 
Individual Leters Writen ••••••••••••o••• 1202 
Circular Leters Prepared o•••••o•••o•••••O 23 
Copies Mailed ••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••ol,154 
Newsarticles Published 
Buletins Distributed ••••••••••••••••••••o 
Meetings ••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••o••• 
42 
2,225 
145 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
Dear 4-H Clubster: 
COOPCRATl\'E f'-'.T!=:W~IJN V/OPI< 
l,\ 
AGRICUL;URr ,'.\!\I:, H J~i:. :_:c,:;,L)'.,A ICS 
STATE OF sou·~:-i c:t.ROUI\ A 
Abbevile, S. C. 
December 5, 1947 
Sat u. rda_~ 
De. e. /3 Hi 
We are having our 4-H Club Achievement Meeting at the Abbevile County 
Court House, Saturday, December 13th, from 10:00 AM until 12:00 Noon. Al 4-H 
Club boys and girls are expected to be present. Refreshments vril be served. 
Mr. Dan Lewis, our Sta,te 4-H Club I3oy1 s Agent, wil be the main spealrnr, and 
wil be in charge of the recreation period. 
Officers for the 4-H Council for 1947 wil be elected. 
Let's make our plans now to be present at this Meeting, 
71/ *1 N,1;_·<-~c.-J itrrt;;r 
Mfraline Troter Co. Home Dem. Agt. 
Sincerely yours, f ~ - 1~{/.J-uVJ /Jz. D. Robertson ,. County Agent 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITED STAT£5--0£?ARTMENT 0/ 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATmti 
PRODU .. CTio;~· 
'."(' 
l;~~~.-'J "'') . ./ ·(:~, I 
. -. ~!0 y· I 
:-:_ ' ----.h J/'1J • I,·-~ /"") 1> ~ 1// ;_.'r~ ' .. ~~ I i;.~ ~~·,3' 1{ ·1.\'{ ~~: . . ·-·
/[ ••,, I r' '. '·, / ·/ /,· , , 
~ -----·----
COOPERATIVE £XT'::N$JOM WORK 
t\, 
AGRICULTURE A"iD H·:JM;: ECO~OMICS -­/ 
s:rAI:£ .. Of SOUTH CAROLINA 
Abbevile, S. C. J{l.nuary 16, 1948 
FARM OUTLOOK MEETING 
COURT ROOM, ABBEVILLE, S. C. 
JANUARY 22, 1948 -10:00 AM 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
,I FARM INCOME I 
I \ , I I .,., 
-~ 11 
[
~ \ -, I ·, ~· \ \. ,., ' $ ., i fl : 'f111'·, , f ~! \_t ,\{ •.:,.~ ' I g'f ) -~ ··,;- l /1 \ iJ:; l t/) ~ · -- 1948 -: I,.:;,;."9. *i:, . -.,_>;:- -z.c.>< .,. 
As we have done in the past several years, the Extension Service 
wil hold a meeting to discuss farm outlook with the farmzrs and home 
makers. 
Mr. A.H. Ward, District Agent, wil be the main speaker on farm 
crops and Miss Laura Connor of Winthrop wil discuss problems which wil 
be of interest to women. 
A discussion on new coton dusts for weevil control Wil be lead 
by Mr. Ward, and some of our local farmers, Mr. J.P. Anderson and Mr. Horace Gassoway. 
Mr. Robert Matison, who has eharge of the turkish tobacco for the 
Extension Service, wil be present to tel of this year's plan for 
growing this crop1 
Sincerely yours, 
7) l 1.;f,~ :!ltr~ 
J Myraline Troter Home Demonstration Agent 
ZDR:svm 
z. D. Hobetson County Agent 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
l'J 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
~ ,, (~Jf~~J 
,. .. ':.·:? .. ~ {.~.th~\ \,.,/ l~_,./ 
Abbevile, S. C. 
January 20, 1948 
Dear Parents and Club Member: 
As your boy is a member of the 4-H Club for 1948 and each boy is required to have a project, we 
should like to discuss this project with you. 
When we say project, we mean that each boy wil 
have something grovring, such as an acre of some farm 
crop; a garden for home or commercial use; or livestock, 
such as a calf, pig, or poultry. Won't you p~ease 
discuss thls project with your son and both of you 
decide which project wil be best suited for your 
farm, Vie would like to know, at the February meeting, 
t'h~ project each boy has chosen so that we may get the 
proper book for the boys to keep as their records. 
We shal appreciate your discussing this with your son 
between now and the February meeting so that he can tel 
us his project for the coming year. 
Thank you for this cooperation. 
Sincerely yours, 
ZDR:svm? c! . ·i ·-r · r. 1c.;J . ·-.,·,. ~JV,.) z. D. Robertson County Agent 
., ""-. 
\ ' 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Abbevile, s. c. 
February 2, 1948 
To the Farmers of Abbevile County: 
EXT~NSION SERVICE 
At this season of the year we are al concerned 
with making farm plans and rightly so. The farmers of Abbevile County have gone through a very depressing fal 
-and winter season. Litle of the usual farm jobs have 
been done so far, and not al of the fal grains have been 
sown and stil the weather is uncooperative. But this condition wil give us time to make definite plans for 
the coming year's crop. The more carefuly we make our 
plans now, the more smoothly wil our work run when the 
spring rush is on. 
The hlx:tension Service of Clemson Colege, together 
with some oi' the farmers of the state, have made definite 
recommendations for farming in South Carolina during this 
year. The features in this program are mainly to increase 
food and feed to meet the present emergency and to make 
the farm income greater and farm living habits beter. 
I am including a separate sheet giving 14 points that are of especial interest to farmers of Abbevile 
County. Al of these are important and .each of you can select those items that you think are of most 
importance to you and stress them on your farm. 
I would especialy like you to be very careful in selecting seed for your crops this year and to have your 
f8rtilizer material deliver8d at the very first opportunity. 
I hope that we wil al thin~ of theso things 
that are listed on this sheet when we make our farm plans. 
ZDR,svm 
Enclosure 
Sincerely yours, 
~ -~ ~2/~.f (~11-tn-t_J 
~~ D. nobertson County Agent 
COOPEIIATIVE IXtENSION WOIIK IN AGIIICULTUIIE ANO HOME ECONOMtiCS, STATE OF SOUTH -CAROLINA, CLEMSON 1A8RICUL• 
TURAL COLLEGE OF SOUTH CAROL I NA ·AND •UN I TED STATES -DEPAIITMl!NT •OF AGl I CUL TUIIE COOl'IEIIATtNG ,EX TENS I ON •SIi'+'• 
ICl,O.W.WATK INS,DIIIECTOR, DISTRIBUTED IN FURTHERANCE OF THE ACTS OF CONGRESS ,OF .MAY 8 AND JUNE 30,1914. 
Farm Family: 
The Secretary of Agriculture is asking every farmer 
to try to kil rats as an aid in saving grain. We al know just 
how much they eat and destroy. If every farm kils some rats then 
this wil add up to many and wil save !filch food. In Abbevile Cou.nty 
we are puting on a RAT KILLING CAMPAIGN. We wil prepare the poison bait and 
deliver to central places. · You wil then be notified when and where to get it. The 
poison wil kil rats but is harmless to man and domestic animals. 
ife list below comrnitees who wil receive orders for this bait. See them before i•'ebruary 25th and place your order as we wil order only for those who have given an order. The bait wil be put up in farm size packages. You divide it out 
to make it suit your farm. Instructions for using wil be given later. 
The commitees are as folows: 
W. H. Thompson, Sharon 
V{. &eafton, Sharon J:t'arm Bureau 
S. F. Sh8rard, Calhoun Fals J. L. Herron, Lovmdesvile 
V{. M. Agnew, Donalds 
The Commercial Bank, Donalds 
Mark Wilson, Level Land 
Paterson's Store, Antrevile Rev. J. M. l'lowers, Antrevile 
McDil Is Hardware, Due 1iest 
R. L. Norrel, Due Jiest Mac Purdy, Central 
McMahan1s Station, Campbel's Comr.mnity Mrs. J .. ~rwin Hawthorne, Arborvile 
Mrs. Claude Hawthorne, Cold uprings 
Mrs. M. B. Hutchinson, Ridge 
Mrs. Harold Ashley & Mrs. Frank lfru.rph, 
hock '-'prings Mrs. C. B. Farris, Shiloh 
Mrs • C. F. Giliam, vfarren ton 
Mrs • J.,ewj_s 1'.ay, Broadmouth 
flrs. H. • .c:;, Crawford & 1v1rs. M, D. Wright, West View 
Sincerely youts, 
I f --rr 1)( f r.,a_,u,,., u ~ j r> C -U-Y 
Pyraline Troter 
Pome Demonstration Agent 
[~~ 0 k:L_.,L• ' U1 ~ P.uth ~uarles Asst, Home Demonstration Agent 
1 (__,_ ,) , -J,--l,. /, .. 6h' A./ I} I'.·) J , ,z. D. Robertson 
County Agent 
,:; I p. . I 11 './![)·"'-. I . L.Le.-"'"-
L. H. Bul 
Asst. County Agent 
-. 
,. ~ON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITED STATEcS DEPA.RTUENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
COOPERATIVE FX"T ENSION WOPK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE_ANO HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Abbevile, S. C. 
February 12,  1948 
WHAT? A TRACTOR AND E~UIPfil!IT D;:ilONSTRATION 
WHEN? FEBRUARY 17, 1948 - 2:30 P. M. 
EXTENSION SERVlr.E 
NP.ERE? AT THi: HEAR OF THE DIXIE HARD'NAHE STOI1.E, ABBEVIL12, S. C. 
WlIO IS INVITE!)'r · · ·Any tractor owner or tractor operator in Abbeville County --. -----------
who would like to see some demonstrations showin~ how to: 
1. Save money in operating his tractor. 
2. Mate the tractor last lonzcr and do beter work. 
3. Make powPr farmin'; easier. 
Mr. M. C. t.,cKenzie, who is with the Cle!lson Lxtension Serv:i,ce, will be 
in charge of the demonstrations and wil be as~isted by farm machinery dealers 
who wil fur:ish tractors and other equip1.1ent. Lubrication engineers from so,ne 
of the petroleum co!:!panies wil be pr~sent to assist Vlith lubrication deI'.'!om,tra-
tions. 
'lie feel that this wil be a very important demonstration and school 
and wil be beneficial to any farmer now using or planning to buy farm machinery. 
Please do not let bad weather keep you from atendinc this demonstra­
tion, as the Dixie Hardware ~tore has provided spa.ce in the basement in the 
event tbe weather is bad. 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
STATE 0.-SOUTH CAROLINA 
Abbevile, S. C. 
March 1S, 1948 
PASTURE SCHOOL 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
The Soil Conservation Service and The Extension Service are 
planning a short pasture school to be held in the Court Room of the 
Court House in Abbevile on Friday, March 19th, from 2:00 to 4:00 PM. 
The speakers on this program wil be from the Extension Service 
of Clemson, South Carolina, and the Soil Conservation Service, Sp~rtanburg, 
s. c. 
We hope that you can atend this meeting. 
Yours sincerely, 
J.?}!:~~ 
County Agent 
ZDR:svm 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Abbevile, S. C,. 
April 21, 1948 
Dear 4-H Club Member and Parents: 
Extension Service 
As you lmow, one of the main requirements of being a 4-H Club member 
is having a Project and keeping a record on that Project. As for example, a 
Project may be a calf, pig, chickens, coton, corn, garden, etc. 
During the past two mo~ths, I have given out 4-H record books to the 
majority of boys in the 4-H Clubs. I would like for the parents to help the boys with their Project, and especialy with their record book. Please do not 
loose this record book as I wil take it up during ~eptember or October. 
This summer the 4-H boys and girls wil go to Camp Long for their vacation. The date has been set -August 2nd until August 6th. Any 4-H boy 
who has his record book up-to-date may go. I would like to urge each member to 
save his nickles and dimes so he may be able to atend Camp this summer. 
LHB~svm 
Thanking you for your cooperation, I am 
Sincerely yours, 
L. H. Bul 
Assistant County Agent 
COOPERATIVE EXTEN~ION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AMD YOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
Abbevile, S. c. 
May 21, 1948 EXTENSION SERVICE 
WHAT? 
WHEN? 
WHERE? 
WHO IS INVITED? 
A Combine Adjustment and Operation Demonstration 
May 25th, 1948 --2:30 P. M. 
Back of Dixie Hardware Store -Abbevile, S. c. 
Any combine owner or operator in Abbevile County who 
would like to see some demonstrations showing how to: 
1. Save Time. 
2. Save Grain. 
). Save money in using his combine. 
Mr. M. C. McKenzie, or other Clemson Extension Machinery Specialists, 
wil be in charge of the demonstrations. Local machinery dealers are co­
o~erating and wil have some of their servicemen present to answer questions 
OI'- their particular machines. Lubrication engineers from some of the petroleum 
companies wil be present to assii,t with lubrication demonstrations. 
We think it would be a good idea for owners of combines to bring the laborer who operates their farm machinery. 
Svfi 
Sincerely yours, 
'z C:-=·i5: -R~rsrvv Z. D. Robertson 
County Agent 
'-. I , -· "'") / --f-. ( ' k' . ·; _ .. .___,. .... ' . ~ u..x <__ 
L. H. Bul ~ hsst. Co. Agent 
e1Mt11aAflYl•IIYl•l1ot1 .. ,. -••tCVLTV•! AND HOM( [COIIOMfCS,STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, CLEMSON AGNICUL• 
YltlAII CelLt•r o,,,.11rn1-CA• . ••·AN• UNtTl••STAUS·DE'."•'1'"T o,·AUICULTUAE COO!'ERATING~EXTINSIO!t 5!AV­
ICI, •.••• , •••• ,.,.,c,o•·•t1Ta11uTEl•IN ~UNTNI.ANCE D~ TIi ACTI OF C0NGR£SS OF ~•Yd ANO JUNE 30. 1914 
PRESENTING TIMELY INFORMATION 
ON ALL PHASES OF COTTON PRODUCTION 
Dear Sir: 
Clemson, 
Abbevile, S. C. 
!4ay 24, 1948 
Mr. 1. M. Sparks, Coton Insect and Disease Specialist~ 
s. c., wil be with us on Friday, May 28th, at 2:30 P. M. 
to discuss the new bol weevil poisons and their uses. There are 
several kinds of dust and we hope to have a beter understanding as 
to which of these to use. 
Hal. 
held 1·n the Council Room in the City This meeting wil be 
Sincerely yours, 
.f <'-,), 
z. D. Robertson County Agent 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATiNG 
COOPERATIV': [X1"':),c.1o~J V•/CRK 
'. i\l 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
ST ATE Of SOUTH CAROLI NA 
Abbevile, S. c. 
May 28, 1948 
BORDEN MILK COMPANY VlANTS ABBEVILLE COUNTY MILK 
Atention: Abbevile County Farmers 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Officials of The Borden Milk Company, which has condensing plants in Chester 
and Newberry, came over to this County in the interest of geting milk out of the 
County. They want the milk and if we can get the volume, we can get the ROUTE. 
WHAT THEY WANT They want sweet milk --every day delivery. The milk is 
what is known as 'Grade C. Milk'! Thus the farmer does not have to have expcnsi ve 
equipment -milk to be coolc:d in wel water. Any amount a farmer can produce wil 
be accepted -from one galon to fivo hundred galons. 
PRICE THEY PAY -At the present time the price is about 38¢ per galon for 
4 per cent buter fat. ' If your milk runs below 4 per cent, then the price wil be 
lower, and if it runs above 4 per cent, the price v1il be higher. Price changes 
just like the price of coton. Th0 cost to the farmer for hauling wil be about 
3 cents per galon. 1hc more milk a route picks up the lower the cost per galon 
for hauling. 
Milk with wild onions and biter weed wil be accepted. 
Think over this and lets make plans for geting· a ROUTE started in the near 
future. You wil hear more about this from time to time. 
Sincerely yours, 
ZDR:svm 
t 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
Dear 4-H Boys and Girls) 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Abbevile, S. c. 
June 25, 1948 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
We wil use the folowing schedule on our trip to Camp Long on Monday, 
July 5th. Mr. Thonpson of Ware Shoals wil carry us to Camp and wil make the 
stops listed below: 
Kerr Gulf Station •••••••• Ware Shoals •••••••• 
Esso Station •••••••••••••Dooalds o••••••••••••• 
Ed Long •s Service Station •• fue West • ••• ••••••••• 
Court House ••••••••••••••Abbevile •••••••e•••• 
Martin's Pure Oil 0tation •• Sharon ••••••••o••••• 
7:00 AM 
7 :10 AM 
7:15 AM 
7:30 AM 
7:40 AM 
You may go to either station more convenient to you to get on the Bus. 
As stated in our first leter, the cost of camp wil be .,p6.00 and the fare for 
the i-oWld trip is 'IP2.00, whi'Ch makes a total of $8 OOo ~{e wil leave Camp on 
Friday, July 9th, about 11:JO AM and wil get to Abbevile about l:JO PM and Dcnalds about 2:00 PMo 
Each child should bring a light lunch on Monday to eat on the road, 
as no meals wil be served at Camp Long until ~upper at 6:00 PM, so BE SURE to 
bring a lunch with you. 
You should bring one or two sheets, as you see fit, and a pilow, it you use a pilow; plenty of clean clothes, towels, toothbrush, soap, and if you are planning to go swimming, be sure to bring your swim suit. In the event we 
have cool nights you may need a light blanket, so you may bring that along. 
One night at Camp Long wil be designated as talent night. Bring your musical instrument, tap dancing shoes, songs, music and poetry. If you have a costume and can use it, bring it too. Just don't overpack; use your good judgment. 
LHB:svm 
Sincerely yours, 
f' Jt 1< > .• ~ ex_,.)[~ 1-.5 c.lt<;i ·-­L. • 11 Assistant County Agent 
'L1a~-\ 1: V •• L- ~~'i:i m .,,. afine 41'roter Home Demonstration Agent 
PRESENTING TIMELY INFORMATION 
ON ALL PHASES OF COTTON PRODUCTION 
Abbevile, s. c. 
July 7, 1948 
BOLL VIB~-VIL CONTROL FOR JULY 
With the recent not weather, we estimate that most of last year•s bol weevils are new in the fields. Our coton has been so spoted in growth that it has been 
rather a problem for many farmers to know just when to begin dusting. It looks 
now as if we wil have an excelent opportunity to get some real work done on al 
coton insects control. The lateness of nuch of the coton, hot weather and other factors make this a very good time for this work. 
I would suggest that you use 2 applications now about S to 8 days apart. This should give a verg good control. 
ZDR:svm 
SCHEDULE 
1. B. H. c. and DDI', with sulphur -S days apart -6 to 10 pounds per acre. 
2. Chlorinated Camphene (Toxaphene) -S days apart -6 to 10 pounds per acre. 
J. Chlordane -same as above. 
4. Calcium Arse . ate -S days apart - 2 to 3 pounds per acre. 
Sincerely yours, 
z. D. Robertson County Agent 
f 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
COOP~l1!-',Ti\/E EXT~NSION WORK 
:J•' ;,'t
AGRICULTURE ANC HOMC: ECONOMICS 
STATE or SOUTH CAROLINA 
Abbevile, S. c. 
July 22, 1948 
To Interested Livestock People: 
• 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
We would like for you to meet with a few of our dairymen at 
the farm of Hannah Brothers in the Central Corurunity of Abbevile County on 
Friday morning, July 30th, at 9~30. At this time we wil inspect their herd of 
jerseys, their corn for silos and their pastures. 
Due to the hot weather, we think it wil be beter not to make 
a longer tour than one stop at this time, so we would like for you to meet 
there and after going over this program you wil then be free to return home. 
I feel sure that if we can meet there and go over this fam that you wil 
get some good pointers on production of feed and pasture management. Later 
on we wil arrange to have meetings at other places, but at this season of the 
year the tour wil probably be easier than one that would take up more time. 
ZDR:svm 
Sincerely yours, 
Z. D. Robertson 
County Agent 
CLEMSON AGRICULTUltAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
COOPERATIV': F.XTENSION WORK :N 
AGRICULTURE AtJD HOi\liE ECONOMICS 
STATE or-sou,·1-1 CAROLINA 
Abbevile, S. c. August 30, 1948 
Dear 5-Acre Coton Contestant: 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Some contestants have already started picking in their 5-Acre Coton 
Contest fields. As soon as possible after you receive this leter, we would like 
for you to measure off 5 places in your field 40 feet long. Select these places 
away from the terrace; in making your selection, try to get 5 places that wil 
represent the field. Leave 4 rows at each place. You may place a stick at each 
end. Do not pick any coton off these rows until we have made our check. We wil 
notify you as soon as we finish. 
EXAMPLE 
1. 5 places in each field 401 long. 
Yours very truly, J: ~~ 
2. Leave 4 rows at each place. 
J, Be sure your places represent the field. ~~ty Age'f:J-t~~---~--­L. • Bul 
-.--------·--------·-A-~ss.t~·=-County Agent 
'fo' ':lo, 
Lfo' 
LHB:svm 
( 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION  WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Abbevile, s. c. 
September 29, 1948 
TO: Al 4-H Club Boys 
SUBJECT: 4-H Record Books 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
We wil start our 4-H Club meetings during October 1948. 
As you know, the Clemson ixtension Service requires me to 
hand in a report at the end of the year on 4-H Club projects. For 
me to be able to get in rey-report your 4-H Record Book is required. 
Please get your Record Book up-to-date so that you can 
hand it in at our first meeting, or soon thereafter. 
Remember a good 4-H Club member always hands in a 
GOOD fi:CORD BOOK. 
LHB:svm 
Sincerely yours, 
Lf. 
L. H. Asst. 
---) 
r:-_·, I {/j '-1 (.A., -'\ ... ~--·-Bul Co. Agent 
( 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGI 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICUL.TURE COOPERATINQ 
Dear Patron: 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Abbevile, S. C. 
October 5, 1948 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Abbevile County has been alocated a few extra 
tons of a fertilizer compound that wil be available to farmers 
who have planted winter grazing crops. This fertilizer can be 
used on these crops only, according to the agreement set forth. 
If you would like to have some of this fertilizer, 
please let me know immediately. 
The price of this fertilizer wil be approximately 
in line with other materials, and I think that we wil get 
around 20 tons. 
znR:.svm 
Sincerely yours, 
z. D. Robertson 
County Agent 
( 
AGRiCUL-:-uRr: A,\J:-:' ~;.)I\,~: !~CONOMICS 
STATE c:=-SC'J r. 1.;1,RO:.INA 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
Abbevile, s. C. 
May 27, l948 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Dear Dairyman: 
Below are some quotations on free irish potatoes for livestock 
feed. Let me know if you want any, and if, how many. If we do not get enough 
for a car, maybe we can go in with Greenwood. 
Quoting Mr. J. T. Graves, Extension Livestock Specialist: 
"There is a definite possibility of there being several hundred 
carloads of irish potatoes available immediately for livestock feed. Contact 
any breeder, feeder, dairyman, poultry or turkey raiser to determine if they can use this feed. Potatoes wil be delivered to your railroad station in 
carload lots at no cost. 
Potatoes have the folowing comparative feed value: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
100 pounds of sheled corn equals 450 pound~ of fresh 
potatoes. 
100 pounds of alfalfa hay equals 300 pounds of fresh 
. potatoes. 100 pounds of corn silage equals 100 prunds of fresh 
potatoes. 
100 pounds of mixed grain equals 350 pounds of cooked potatoes when fed 2 to 1 with grain to swine. 
28 pounds of alfalfa and 12 pounds of barley equals 100 
prunds of fresh potatoes for lamb feeding. 
About the only precautions necessary in feeding potatoes are: 
Don't feed sprouted or decayed potatoes. For hogs they should be steamed or cooked for JO minutes, and for catle they possibly should be chopped 
to prevent choking. To prevent digestive disturbances, fresh potatoes 
should be introduced into the rations gradualy. Up to 35 pounds daily can be fed to cows weighing 1200 pounds. For best results with hogs cooked 
potatoes should replace not more than one-half the grain ration. Maximum 
potatoes fed to hogs should be 4 pounds to 1 pound of grain. Give protein and mineral supplements." 
ZDR!svm 
Sincerely yours, 
!E:_ ~;r;-!Lo uc/~u 
Z. D. Robertson 
County Agent 
( 
( 
( 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
Dear Club Member: 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Abbevile, S. C. 
June 8, 1948 
WHO: 
WHERE: 
WHEN: 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
4-H CLUB MEMBERS 
CAMP LONG 
JULY 5 -JULY 9 
You vdl see from the above date, that we are planning to go to Camp on 
July 5th. We are going back to Camp Long, near Aiken, as we have done for the past 
several years. We plan to leave here Monday, July 5th and return on Friday, Julynh. 
As you know, al of you boys are supposed to have your record books up-to-date 
before you go. 
Al arrangements are being made to get busses to carry us down and bring us back from Camp. The transportation charge is ~2.00 and the Camp fees are $6.oo. 
Boys and girls wil be required to bring towels, soap, toothbrush, plenty of every­day clean clothes, bathing suit, sheets and pilow case. Vfe wil give you the 
details about time, etc. in our next leter. 
We are enclosing a card for you to mail back so that we wil lmow just how many of you vdl go. '!his is very important, as we wil have to know how many busses 
we wil need to carry us dovm. As soon as you get this leter talk it over with your parents and mail tho card back so that it wil not fail to reach us by June 23m. 
This is a very inexpensive vacation, as the total cost for the Camp is $8.oo. 
We want a big crowd so LET IS ALL PLAN TO GO. 
Sincerely yours, 
-n\~!1-4¼~ r:i~,~ Myi·aJKne Troter cl__.~~ L. H. Bul ---~-County Home Demonstration Agent Assistant County Agent 
